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Vice-Chancellor’s Message 

 

The   Roots of education are bitter, but the fruit is sweet. 

--- Aristotle 

It is a matter of privilege to be steering Acharya Nagarjuna University with the academic 

impulse to establish everything in Truth -“Satye Sarvam Pratishitam.” The word Truth is 

simple yet sublime. Finding and practicing truth is difficult. Truth is relative so it is illusive. 

But Shankaracharya avers “Aham Bhramam” that is truth is inherent in you. Franz Kafka, the 

German philosophical writer, helps to identify the inherent truth is nothing but objective 

human conscience. Education is the best means to recognize the truth and which is our 

conscience. The object of Acharya Nagarjuna university is to illuminate the students and 

scholars to realize the truth in them to be conscious people who can perceive truth in the 

world around and build a society where “everything is established in truth.”  

Acharya Nagarjuna University is frontrunner in national and international rankings in the 

recent past for its triumphant attempts to educate truth while paving way to students and 

scholars’ personal, professional, and social success. ANU stands tall on the historical 

breeding ground of wisdom from the times of the eponymous Mahayana Buddhist thinker-

scholar Acharya Nagarjuna. It has been serving the country with tremendously skilled and 

knowledgeable human resource since 1976. Nicely tucked on the bank of river Krishna just 

22.2 kms away from Amaravati capital is the most accessible and favored destination of 

higher education among students across the state, nation and also among the foreign students. 

With a slew of updated variegated integrated postgraduate, post graduate, doctoral programs 

and diploma and certified courses the university stays abreast of the ever-expanding academic 

frontiers. 

We offer programs and courses to embolden the skills, creativity and knowledge of students 

to prepare the necessary human workforce for the prosperity of the nation. Innovation is the 

relentless pursuit of interdisciplinary teaching and learning process of ANU.  To promote 

synergy the university has entered into MoUs with Industries in order to do collaborative 

work towards grooming and governing the employment skills and opportunities to our 

students. Our education curriculum dispels a fool’s brain of pedantry from the young 

aspirants’ mind. It creates participatory educative atmosphere where the students and scholars 
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are exposed to international ideas and technology through plethora of lecture programs, 

seminars, workshops, academic exhibitions so on and so forth. Our education policy 

vindicates Confucius, Chinese philosopher’s wise observation that “Education breeds 

confidence. Confidence breeds hope. Hope breeds peace.” The academic calendar shall be 

strictly implemented not being impounded by covid, agitations or any such adverse 

conditions so that the students’ hope for peaceful future is not scuttled. We offer education to 

nurture the private hopes and dreams of young minds which when fulfilled can be translated 

into mightiest potential of the society, nation, and universal humanity. We train the young 

minds to think beyond the grinding bookish knowledge to build a sturdiest ladder to increase 

socio-economic mobility.  

ANU identifies the opportunities to our blooming talents in the avenues of evolving science 

and technology like the artificial intelligence, data science etc. Hence smarter and 

sophisticated teaching and learning is stressed. University greatly invests in up-bringing 

intellectual attitude to solve real-life crisis. It stations different chairs, centers to ensure 

national discipline, international awareness, intellectual development, justice, freedom, 

equality and brotherhood. Our distance Education makes education a flexible continuous 

activity accessible to every individual at all stages of their life and career. 

A teacher affects eternity. Our teachers teach by example whose perennial scholarship has 

bagged scores of prestigious national and international projects and fellowships. We can 

proudly boast of the faculty’s persistent research output being published in acclaimed 

journals often listed in UGC and Scopus Index. The infrastructure on the campus is one of the 

best in India with spacious and CIT equipped classrooms, labs, Wi-Fi connected hostels, open 

auditorium, Indoor auditorium, sports ground with green track etc., amidst eco friendly 

greenery. The glorious success of our talented and innovative alumin in various walks of 

profession and life testifies the worth of our academic vision, activity and administration. In 

order to anticipate global and democratic academics in Acharya Nagarjuna University my 

administration committedly provides all incentives and support to all its stakeholders. 

 


